Q.1. What is the application of the PVC panel (marbling/wooden/wall paper imitation texture)?

A. These panels have been widely used for interior wall/kitchen/bathroom/cabinet/TV-background/pillar/table-top/door-laminated.
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Q2  What is the advantage of your pvc marble wall panel?

A: pvc base board

Pvc base board is mainly composed by pvc resin and calcium carbonate, the content of pvc resin is 30%, which is the main factor of influence the price, we promise use the 100% pure material, there is little color difference in pvc board. Therefore it is no difference of same design. We can supply long term stability and it is no difference in each batch.

Our pvc panel have good flexibility and avoid fragile. so product can bend 180 degree, and that’s the way you can see the quality of pvc marble panel.
B: heat transfer film

We adopt good heat transfer film. It has good ability of aging resistant and antioxidant. We can guarantee 10 years no color fading. It is hard for you to find difference between good film and bad film but after long time the difference will show.

C: uv coating

Our panel looks bright, and it's also wear-resisting and hardness, uv coating take an important in it, and it can not fall off after long time. The thickness of uv coating is 0.04mm, the hardness is 5H
Q.3. What the size can you offer?

A: Size: 1200mm*2400mm and 600mm*2400mm

Thickness: 2mm - 6mm

Weight: 12 - 36 KGS

Remarks: standardized size. Exactly as required.
Q.4. What kind of technology are you adopted?

A. → → Mixing PVC Resin & calcium carbonate powder and other assistant.

B. → → Extrusion Molding

C. → → Heat Transfer Printing

D. → → Cutting

E. → → UV coating

F. → → Protective Film Applied

G. → → Packing
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Q.5. What is the use of aluminum tees/ alloy strips?

A: aluminum strips for fixing the panel and also for decoration

Specification: 3 meter in length one piece

Type: ① I-strip --- applied between two panels ② External strip -- applied for corner

③ Internal strip--applied for corner ④ Margin strip--applied for edges

Q.6. What is the use of moulding and how to stick it? (by the same glue or by nails?)
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A: For decoration and be fixed by the foam tape for temporary fix and then silicone sealant for stick permanently.
Q.7. Is the product same like onyx installation and is there any range with backlit effect? One of the advantage of this PVC PANEL is easy operation, easy cut by knife and easy bend and have no effect as you mentioned above. Please take the video for your reference. Website for video: https://youtu.be/iLGzRYDlNV8

Five steps to illustrate how to install the panels on the wall for your reference.
Q.8. How much quantity the product is required if once ordered?

MOQ 100 pieces for the stock available.

Customized designs need to pay extra mold charge 5000USD and be paid back when the accumulate quantity to be two containers.
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Q.9. Can you send us the video in which installation of alloy tee and cornice has shown?

Website for video: https://youtu.be/iLGzRYDlNV8
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Q.10. When fixing PVC marbling panel with ALUMINUM TEES is there any specific sand paper number for rubbing and smoothing the product?
A. Common sand paper will be fine.

Q.11. Which tool is used for beveling?
A. Beveling machine is needed.
Q.12. Do we have to use silicon like we use in ACP plus how much gap we have to maintain between two sheets for glue?
   A. Same and the gap size depend on the I-Strip.

Q.13. What is the life span of the product?
   A. 15 years at least for interior application.
**Q.14.** used for interior or for exterior?
A. Interior decoration only.

**Q.15.** Do you have any certificate for burning behavior?
A. Nonflammable--classification for burning behavior of burning materials and products according to GB8624-2012 Class B1.

    Formaldehyde emission limit of interior decoration materials, wood-based panel and products according to GB18580-2001 <0.1mg/L.
Q.16. What is the thickness of UV coating and hot printing film.
   UV coating: Normally 0.04mm, 0.06mm maximum. Not the thicker the better, above
   0.06mm, the coating will get crack when bended. Cost are different accordingly.
   Film: 0.10mm.

Q.17. What is the hardness of the panel.
   A. There is no special hardness data for panel, but hardness of UV paint is ≥3-5H.

Q.18. Temperature of hot printing?
   A. 140degree Celsius.

Q.19. Could i have my own logo?
   A. Of course. The protective film without logo 0.03mm as thickness will be enough, but if
   you wanna have your own logo, the protective film thickness reach to 0.04mm at least for
   printing logos. Cost will be a little be difference.
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